
A complete guide to designing beautiful 
slides that reinforce your message

YOUR POWERPOINT 
IS KILLING MESTOP!
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Chapter 1 - 'Death by PowerPoint' 
PowerPoint is an invaluable, powerful and exciting tool for creating presentations
that transform average speakers into masterful presenters.  Or is it?

Imagine this.  You are sitting in the company conference room, waiting for a senior
manager to deliver their presentation.  Off go the lights and up comes the first slide
with the presenter's name and the title of their presentation.  And then you notice a
small number in the bottom right hand corner.  It's so small that it's difficult to read
at first.  Then the horrible reality strikes you.  The number says 1/60 - this is the
first slide of 60!  How long is this presentation supposed to go for?  Will you
instantly switch off and start thinking about something else?  Or will you try to stay
with it, only to ultimately fail the test of endurance, your concentration waning at
slide number 5, 10 or 20?  

Does this scenario sound familiar? Why is it that technical experts so often think
presenting 60 slides of technical information in one hour is 'communicating' with an
audience, when most audience members clearly don't?

This kind of scenario has led to the phrase "Death by PowerPoint!" and articles
such as "PowerPoint Is Evil" (Tufte, 2003) and "PowerPoint Makes You Dumb"
(Thompson, 2003).  PowerPoint (or the way presenters use it) has the capacity to
'kill' presentations by 'killing' communication.  Don't be a presenter that is 
responsible for an audience going through 'Death by PowerPoint'! 

Let�’s discover in more detail:

1) why some presenters�’ use of PowerPoint 'kills' presentations, and 
2) learn how to use PowerPoint to design a powerful, persuasive message that

achieves the desired change amongst your audience.

Creating Emotional Hooks 

PowerPoint slides can be used as a powerful visual that reinforces the key 
messages of your presentation.  For instance, given the nature of their 
presentation topics, many of my clients in the Insurance industry have had difficulty
presenting for more than five minutes without a yawn and a heavy head amongst
their audience.  When they introduced PowerPoint slides showing images of 
catastrophic hail storms or tragic bush fires with an explanation of their statistics,
the audience was 'sitting on the edge of their chair' wanting to hear more.  

A powerful visual image can be used to highlight the serious nature of the topic at
hand and in so doing bring a new dimension to your message.  Images are an
effective way of 'hooking' the audience's attention.  The audience members will
remember the slide imagery and therefore retain your main message.  

Has the technology taken over?

Largely due to the fact that it comes standard with MS Office, MS PowerPoint can
be found on over 250 million computers around the world (according to Microsoft's
own figures).  And MS PowerPoint is certainly feature-packed.  In fact, there are a
myriad of software trainers, both online and traditional classroom-based, who earn
their living by showing people how to access the newer more sophisticated 
features of PowerPoint.  For instance, features such as design templates, colour
and animation schemes, imported sound and movie effects, programmable timings,
and narration recordings.  
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There are even software packages on the market (eg; Novatrox) that provide 
database management, including searching and sharing functionality, for
PowerPoint slide libraries.

There is no doubt that PowerPoint has become a feature of presentations across
the workplace and beyond.  I have even heard stories of PowerPoint being used to
deliver a photo slide show to guests at a wedding ceremony.  Unfortunately, the
phenomenal take-up of PowerPoint has not led to better quality presentations, just
more of them.  Slide wizardry and the widespread use of PowerPoint's 'bells and
whistles' should not be confused with clear communication with an audience.

Are you setting yourself up to use PowerPoint as a lethal weapon?

Are you guilty of the 'kid in a toyshop' syndrome, where your enthusiasm for your
newfound slide mastery is clouding your judgement as a presenter?  Have you
thought enough about the need to concentrate more on your verbal and non-verbal
communication than your visual aids?

Try the 'will my slides cause death?' test: 

1. Do you lack confidence as a presenter? Would you be horrified at the thought of
presenting to an audience without the use of PowerPoint?

2. Are you guilty of using PowerPoint slides to take the focus off yourself?

3. Do you use PowerPoint slides as convenient palm-cards?  Do you even turn
sideways to your audience and read from your slides on the screen.  

4. Do you use PowerPoint to write your presentation?

5. Do you try to use the entire functionality of PowerPoint as a way of 
professionalising your presentation?  (Have you even sent your PA on a
PowerPoint training program?)

If you find yourself answering yes to these questions then there is a good chance
you rely on PowerPoint slides to carry you as a presenter, rather than simply as a
visual to support your presentation.  You may have improved your technical skill in
designing visual aids, but it may well be at the expense of developing your ability to
communicate with your audience, and to properly connect with your audience.

Case Study: PowerPoint is not the presentation!

Are you guilty of the scenario in this case study from the financial services
industry?  The presentation was interesting because it was a technical 
presentation that was supposed to influence audience members in a 
particular way, typical of many presentations in the corporate world.  

See what you think�…

I observed a Business Development Manager (BDM) for a major investment
fund manager presenting to a group of financial planners.  The purpose of
his presentation was to influence these planners to invest their client's
money in his fund.  Forty-five minutes had been allocated for his 
presentation.  He began by first dimming the lights and then making the 
classic mistake of putting up the first slide with "1/46" printed in the bottom
right-hand corner. "So what!" you might ask.  Well, the maths is easy.  That
was one slide per minute.  Further, each of the 45 slides that followed 
contained too much information for the audience to properly absorb.  
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You know, graphs, charts, statistics, long quotes from the rating houses -
photocopies of pages from the product disclosure statement in 10 point size.

Sure, the audience might (I stress, MIGHT) have been able to read the 
contents of each slide, but they could not have been expected to process the
information and understand each point on more than a superficial level.  

There was not anywhere near enough time for the presenter to explain,
embellish, argue, personalise, customise or illustrate key points, never mind
check the audience members' response, that is, to check what was behind
the 'deafening' silence in the room.  Having witnessed many presentations
across this industry, there was a 'sameness' to the presentation.  The 
presenter could have been representing any number of fund managers.
There was nothing special or different about this presentation.

The presenter read from the slides, only departing from the slide 'script' 
fleetingly to make a meagre attempt to elaborate a point.  Consciously, or
subconsciously, he was inviting audience members to see the PowerPoint
slides as THE presentation, and he was simply the orator.  He didn't connect
with the audience on an emotional level.  It was about data transfer rather
than real 'communication'.  It was about what he knew and what the fund
management team did, rather than what the audience needed to know. 

As I watched the audience to see how they responded I saw people writing
notes to each other, and even folding paper aeroplanes!  11 people got up to
go to the bathroom even though the lunch break immediately followed.  (If it
was good you'd cross your legs and wait, right?)  

His presentation was hardly an effective way of achieving the attitudinal
change that he would have been trying to elicit. It really doesn't matter how
good your message is if no one's listening.  This was definitely a case of
'opportunity lost'!

This case study shows how easy it is to cause �“Death by PowerPoint�”. This
presenter really let himself, his company, and his audience down in the 
delivery of his message. Let�’s summarise just three of the �‘slip-ups�’ he made,
so you don�’t make the same mistakes:

1. Too much information on the slides. 
2. Reading from slides to compensate for a lack of preparation. 
3. Dimming the lights to focus your audience on the slides.  

Let's cover each of these three classic mistakes in more depth�…

1. Too much information on the slides

Many presenters cram their PowerPoint slides with too much information, thinking
that they must include all points on slides.  Some presenters I have seen even use
slides to record their entire script, albeit in 'dot point' form.  In a one hour 
presentation, that adds up to a lot of slides.  I have also seen the 'Contents' or
'Agenda' spread over two slides and the presenter take nearly five minutes to go
through what the audience can 'look forward to' (yeah sure! or not!!) in the 
remaining 40 minutes.  This will definitely cause 'Death by PowerPoint'.  

Remember if the audience is sitting in their chairs squinting at the screen, making
an effort to read the content of your slides, then they are not listening to you.
What's the point?  'Busy' slides tend to duplicate what the speaker is saying, rather
than add strength to the message.  If you simply use slides to record your 
presentation, it will be difficult for you to 'unpack' your message in a creative way.
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2. Reading from slides 

Perhaps worried about remembering what to say, and/or not devoting sufficient
time to rehearsal, many presenters prepare for their presentation by 'typing up' a
number of PowerPoint slides and then 'speaking to them' - (a common expression
used in Australia's corporate market).  I often say to my executive clients: �“and
while you're speaking to your slides, what is the audience going to do?�”  

Some people even go so far as to turn their back on the audience for the whole
presentation and read straight from the slide projection on the wall.  This is boring
for the audience and makes it very difficult to develop sufficient credibility and 
interest in your message.  The results of one Australian survey showed that 
audience members ranked 'presenters reading from slides' as more annoying than
any other complaint about presenter behaviour.  I would say, if you plan to read out
your slides to your audience, then do everyone a favour, cancel the presentation
and email the PowerPoint file to all concerned for everyone to read the slides on
their way to work! 

3. Dimming the lights 

Darkening the room further removes the focus of the presentation from the speaker
to the screen.  This encourages the audience members to bond with the screen (as
at the cinema) and, correspondingly, breaks the bond between the speaker and the
audience.  Another common response to a darkened room is to 'switch off' and
either psychologically or physically 'sleep' - neither good options, wouldn't you
agree?

Reverse Psychology & PowerPoint

Jeff Atwood (2006) approaches the topic of PowerPoint visuals from an amusing
angle.  He writes:

1. Present a detailed presentation agenda. Before you can get to any content at all,
you must dutifully itemise the table of contents! You know how people love reading
the table of contents. It builds suspense. It's exciting. It keeps the audience on the
edges of their seats, wondering "when will I actually see any content in this 
presentation?" 

2. Every slide should be absolutely jam-packed with information. Use as many 
bullet points and words on your slides as possible. Feel free to slap a few helpful
URLs in there, too. If you can't fit it all on one slide, try a smaller font. 

3. Explain everything with bullet points. Don't show the audience. Tell them. Avoid
pictures or, even worse, actual demonstrations. Feel free to use several slides to
properly explain things. 

4. Read every word on your slides. Audiences can't read. It's your responsibility to
do all the reading for them. But don't waste their time with a bunch of elaboration.
Be succinct. Say exactly what is on each slide, then move on to the next slide. 

5. If you make a mistake or something goes wrong with MS PowerPoint, take a few
minutes to fix it. The audience can wait. While you're fixing things up, try a joke. It
can be hilarious. 

6. Use the highest possible desktop resolution. Show off your laptop's new
widescreen LCD. Besides, limited resolutions and large fonts are childish and
unprofessional. 
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7. Summarise everything at the end. Audiences are notoriously forgetful. Spend the
last few minutes patiently recapping everything they just saw. 

8. If you run out of time at the end of your session, keep going. The audience paid
good money to see your presentation, so make sure they see it all. Your time is
important. 

9. Don't take any questions. The content and quality of your presentation speaks
for itself. 

Is "Big Brother" controlling PowerPoint slides 
in your workplace?

I'm watching you!

Many organisations in Australia attempt to control the use of MS PowerPoint slides
by demanding that staff adopt a standard layout and design.  Firstly, it is common
for busy executives to delegate the collation and centralisation of all slides for
upcoming events to their Executive Assistant (or other support staff).  Sensing a
need to have some control over the use of PowerPoint slides, the Executive
Assistant issues an instruction that there be no more than 4 slides in total, with the
presenter's name and the presentation title on the first slide, the agenda on the
second slide, a list of issues on the third slide, and solutions on the fourth slide.
Then some 'rebel' employees cheekily add their own mutinous slide that says 'Any
questions?'  

In other cases, it seems that people have been told to use slides that explain the
very basic "3 Ts" of presenting:

> Tell 'em what you're going to tell 'em
> Tell 'em
> Tell 'em what you told 'em

And in other organisations, the PowerPoint slide package has become the 
presentation, to be passed from person to person, depending on who, by 
circumstance ends up making the presentation. I have even witnessed speakers
making apologies to the audience, saying �“this (the PowerPoint slides) is not my
presentation, so please bear with me while I try and make some sense out of this
information!�”  They have clearly not accepted responsibility for being the presenter.
They have not taken control and have not made the presentation or the creation of
the slides their own.  What a complete lack of respect for the audience!  

I understand from my own corporate clients that for some meetings executives turn
into 'Big Brother' by issuing mandates to deal with less senior staff who have
dreadful presentation skills.  They (the executives) know that without clear slides it
will be impossible for their audience to understand the message.  In this situation,
even the most detailed slides won't suffice, and I recommend you send your people
on presentation skills training that guarantees behavioural change.

With mandates like this, how can the use of PowerPoint slides benefit either the
audience or the presenter?   The risk of a totally standardised approach to the use
of PowerPoint slides is that creativity is stifled.  There is no opportunity to use the
slides to create powerful visual images that emotionally 'hook' the audience and
therefore reinforce your main message.
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Be a great presenter, stand out from the crowd

It's hard to soar with the eagles when you work with turkeys that keep pulling you
down!

Case Study: Three Directors

Some years ago now I was engaged by one of the world's foremost 
pharmaceutical companies to work with three of the Directors of the 
business on a very important presentation they were making to their Vice
President.  The Vice President didn't often visit and when he did, it was big
news around the office.  The Directors saw this as a wonderful opportunity to
stand out amongst their peers and be recognised as 'high flyers' in the 
business.  They envisaged that they might even be promoted to a more 
senior role outside the region if they could 'stand out and be counted'. 

We worked together for many hours.  It took lots of time, effort and expense.
They each designed a powerful presentation with the strong use of influence
patterns throughout, and then created some really beautiful slides with
evocative images and emotional hooks in their main messages.  They
rehearsed the delivery of their presentation, including the incorporation of
their slides as a visual aid.  They rehearsed and rehearsed and rehearsed.
They were ready.  

On the day what happened?  How did they go?  Was it an awesome result for
all concerned?  Well, unfortunately, they relinquished to peer pressure
(including the CEO), abandoned all that they had rehearsed and reverted to
the organisation standard for PowerPoint presentations, five slides with 
bullet points.  

For me it was such a great 'shame! shame! shame!'.  You know what they
say, "You can bring a horse to water, but you can't make it drink"!  It's not
easy in the corporate world to make the choice to stand up, stand out and
allow yourself to excel.  Why not show leadership and forge a new standard
in presenting in your organisation?

Inspired to Greatness

Marianne Williamson inspires us to be great, to be who we were born to be, to
stand out from the crowd and be your best.  I hope it inspires you too!

Who am I to be brilliant?

"Our deepest fear is not that we are inadequate. Our deepest fear is that we are
powerful beyond measure. It is our light, not our darkness that most frightens us.
We ask ourselves, Who am I to be brilliant, gorgeous, talented, fabulous? Actually,
who are you not to be? �… Your playing small does not serve the world. There is
nothing enlightened about shrinking so that other people won't feel insecure around
you. We are all meant to shine, as children do. We were born to make manifest the
glory�…that is within us. It's not just in some of us; it's in everyone. And as we let
our own light shine, we unconsciously give other people permission to do the
same. As we are liberated from our own fear, our presence automatically liberates
others." - Marianne Williamson

I challenge you to be great. Stand out and be brilliant. Play big, and play different
to the 'norm'.  Get what you want from audiences because you can connect with
the real life people in the room.  Use your slides to captivate and influence them.  
Go on, I dare you!
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Michelle Bowden's top tips for designing beautiful slides
that reinforce your message

Dramatically reduce the number of slides you use 

Aim for no more than 3 pullet points per slide

Try for 3 words per point

Use a minimum of 30pt font

Use sentence case on slides

Times New Roman or Lucina Sans Unicode are easy fonts to read   

Bold or change the colour of the text rather than rather than underline

Use dark text on a light background

Replace words with pictures as much as possible

Use www.istockphotos.com for pictures and pay for your images

Only reproduce the important parts of graphs

Colours have meaning - use colour carefully

Ensure any sounds/music add value to your message 

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
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Chapter 2 - �‘The How To'

Setting Yourself up for Success

The difference between a successful corporate presenter and someone who is just
'filling a spot' is the ability to bring ideas to life. Successful presenters take the
stuff, the content, the data, and they give it relevance and meaning.  

Now you know what 'not to do' from Chapter 1, let's look at what 'you should do'! 

Let�’s discover in more detail:

The 'how to' of designing great PowerPoint slides.

Step 1 - Remember slides are not the presentation!

Start by remembering that your slides are not the presentation.  Remember, you
are the most important 'visual'.  The presentation is YOU, (a real, live, breathing,
human) engaging with some other real, live (although sometimes you might 
wonder!!) humans.  The slides should simply be the visual reinforcer of the content
you are covering through your words and gestures.  

Step 2 - Learn the craft of presenting!

The way to make sure that your slides don't take over is to go back to basics in
terms of the design and structure of your message and your 'stagecraft'.  

Stagecraft is the way you breathe, stand, move, use hand gestures, project your
voice, and use your eye contact.  Make sure you attend some really top class 
presentation skills training where you learn how to become clear about the 
following elements of an exceptional presentation:

1. The change you want to elicit in your audience

2. Your key message

3. The benefits to the audience 

4. How to design and rehearse your presentation so you don't need notes

5. The structure of your message

6. The advanced language patterns you want to use to influence

7. The props, visuals aids and stories you need to bring your message to life

Stand on your own two feet first, and then you will be much less tempted to use
PowerPoint slides as a crutch.
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Step 3 - Prepare your message, then your slides!

The effectiveness of your PowerPoint is often closely tied to the way you design
and prepare the message for your presentations.  Designing your presentation well
before you prepare your visuals is an essential starting point.  

Learn how to design your presentation using a technique that reduces or 
eliminates your need for notes - that way you will be in a position where you're not
dependent on PowerPoint slides for remembering what to say, you'll be free of the
need to 'dot point' your presentation on slides.  This is not to say you won't use
some dot points, but you now have the flexibility to use other, more creative ways
to highlight your key points.

There is no substitute for rehearsal of your presentation.  Exceptional presenters
rehearse.  They rehearse and they rehearse and they rehearse.  So if you want to
be exceptional then you need to rehearse too.

Step 4 - Designing your slides

Once your presentation script has been written, it's time to go back to your key
messages.  Your key messages are the points you want the audience to remember
when they go back to their desks.  

Now it's time to work out the best way to reinforce those messages.  Some of your
key messages will be best represented with:

> pictures
> graphs
> charts
> screen dumps
> bullet points
> sounds

Always remember to ask yourself; �‘What do I want my audience to think, feel and
do at the end of this presentation?�’ and make sure your slides help achieve that for
you.  

There are some simple guidelines you should consider following when using any of
the above modes on slides...

A Picture Speaks a Thousand Words

Remember the last time you saw a really powerful image, perhaps a photograph in
a magazine of children in poverty.  The picture is now etched in your memory - a
powerful reminder of the facts surrounding the image.  You should aim to do the
same with PowerPoint slides. Use photos, pictures, graphs and cartoons as often
as possible in preference to bullet points.

Seth Godin has a blog on PowerPoint (http://sethgodin.typepad.com/seths_blog).
In it he talks about the power of presenting your ideas visually rather than literally.
He says: �“If you're talking about pollution in Houston. Instead of giving me four 
bullet points of EPA data, why not read me the stats but show me a bunch of dead
birds, some smog and a diseased lung? This is cheating! It's unfair! It works.�”

And he's right, it does work!  
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I observed Matt Church, international, inspirational keynote speaker and business
mentor delivering a keynote speech at a Thought Leaders convention in Sydney,
Australia.  Wow! I was impressed!  

Courtesy: www.thoughtleaders.com and istockphotos.com

The slides were unique, graphically designed and very professional.  Just like Matt,
you should ensure that your slides are provocative and support your message.
Even if you are using the mandatory 'corporate' template.

Case Study: Beautiful Slides

The best corporate example of beautiful slides that I have seen was in one of
my programs where an IT professional went back to his desk in the lunch
break after learning about how effective pictures can be on slides.  

He came back to the program without his corporate slides with the dark blue
background and yellow or white writing.  

He had replaced these slides with a picture of delicious chocolates and he
talked about a 'smorgasbord of choice'.  He then went into the detail about
his IT products that supported this idea of 'choice'.
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Next he showed a slide with a picture of a beautiful bridge and he talked
about �“bridging the gap for our clients from where they are to where they
want to be�”. Then he talked more about his technical offering.  

He then showed a slide of a lush green rainforest where the stream ran down
the hill and cascaded over some large flat rocks covered in lush bright green
moss as he talked about �“taking the clients on the stepping stones of the
journey�”.  He added some more of his technical content.

He finished with a slide that had some bright smiley faces and his closing
statement was �“our customers will be delighted!�”

It was excellent!  Three weeks later I had the opportunity to speak with a
number of the people who had attended his presentation.  I quizzed them as
to whether they remembered his message and individually, without hearing
each other's recount, they were able to recall exactly what he had said.  

What a wonderful example of the power of excellent PowerPoint slides.  
You can do this too!
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Creating Emotional Hooks with Images

There are two keys to remember.

1. Use new, interesting images that you are sure your audience will not have seen
many times before.  Use professional stock photo images over cheap, tacky
images.  If this is not possible, then use no image at all. In fact, if it's not possible
to use excellent graphics, don't use slides at all. Try a flip chart, whiteboard,
rehearsed gesture or handout.

2. You can download images from the internet. Photo websites often state which
images are the newest images on the site.  I use www.istockphoto.com and it's
very inexpensive to buy their beautiful pictures.  

Google is also an easy place to find graphics. Simply type 'picture of (your key
message)' into 'blackgoogle' or 'blackle' (the environmentally friendly search
engines with black screens), and you will get selections of pictures about your key-
word.  

For example, let's say you wanted to insert a picture of something funny to do with
change management.  Simply type 'picture of change management' into a search
engine like Google and look what comes up from www.cartoonstock.com the first
time you search...

Then, just contact www.cartoonstock.com and pay for the image online - easy!
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Here's another example.

Let's say you were talking about the need for an increased focus on customer 
service.  Go to your Google search engine and type 'cartoons of customer service'
into the search field and look what comes up within seconds�…fantastic!  

Again all you do is contact www.cartoonstock.com and pay online for the right to
use their image.

Helpful tip: Ensure that you make the link between the graphics and the message
explicit.

Illustrating your metaphors with pictures

If you have thought of a metaphor to bring your message to life and need to 
illustrate it in a clever, visual way, go to www.123rf.com/stock-photo/metaphors.html
or any other similar site where all these creative people have done the hard work
to come up with a creative way to illustrate a metaphor.  Why not have a look?
Certain images are royalty free.
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Be Careful Using Graphs

Graphs are used commonly in corporate presentations to highlight trends and show
comparisons. We know 'a picture speaks a thousand words' - and it does, as long
as you can see the picture and the details of interest.

In my experience most people simply copy and paste the graphs from an existing
document like a report into their slide presentation. It's quick and easy for them.
Problem is, the report is a document meant for reading carefully in the reader's
own time, and at their leisure if they so desire.  It's also intended that a report will
be read on paper at close range, so there is often a lot of detail on the graphs 
contained in reports. 

I recommend you reproduce only the important parts of a graph for a slide 
presentation.  You shouldn't just copy and paste the graph from a report into a
PowerPoint presentation.  The slide show is a different medium and intended to be
seen at a distance, not close range like a report, and presenters only give you
about 10 seconds per slide.  This means the graph on PowerPoint should be a lot
more simple than a graph on a report.

So it's going to be a little bit more work if you decide to reproduce the graphs from
scratch with just the important information - and it's worth it!  People from one 
company I work with often say to me that it's just too much trouble to re-design the
graphs when they have been pre-designed by a computer whiz who knows how to
create fantastic graphs.  So let's go back to the reason you are presenting. Is it so
you can bamboozle your audience, or have them switch off because they can't
read what you are showing them, or is it so you can influence them to be engaged
by your results? 

Only reproduce the important parts of graphs, i.e. the key figures and the key
trends, not the whole graph.  Here is an example of what not to do!

Here are two examples of clearer graphs.  The audience can see the point of these
graphs if they focus for a minute.
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Source: www.australianstockreport.com.au     

In the first (correct) graph above you can see that in the 4th year the performance
of the fund was $250,000 which is a significant increase from earlier years.

This graph above with the stars explains the greatest number of positions were
filled on the 10th and 11th of December. The stars indicate where to look when the
slide is revealed. It's easy for the audience to quickly understand the message in
this graph.

While we are on the subject of slides that people can't read �… Ever wondered how
to use �…

Screen Dumps?

Most people use a screen dump like the one featured here expecting their audi-
ence to want to go through the various intricacies detailed in the image.  

Oh my goodness!!  You will send your audience blind, if you don't cause 'Death by
PowerPoint'!

This is not a slide!  This is a handout.  

Once people have found the correct page in their handout you have already given
them, you should blank out your screen so they feel no pressure to try and find the
elements you are discussing on the screen - rather, they are forced to look at their
own copy of the handout.

DATE

JOBS
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Use Words and Bullet Points Cautiously

As a general rule, slides should be used to reinforce or strengthen your message,
highlight key points, or show proof in regard to a point.  Slides should not simply
duplicate what the speaker is saying.  Slides should also not distract the audience
from what the presenter is saying.

You should be able to read slides you have designed yourself twice in 10 seconds.
And your audience should be able to read them once in 10 seconds.  If you have
more than 9 words on a slide, or if you have a busy, cluttered table or chart to
show, then you'd be better off producing a handout not a slide for reinforcing this
part of your message.

The 'Rule of 3' is used extensively in the field of journalism.  The Rule of 3 
suggests people are more likely to 'take-in' information when it is presented in
threes.  Try to reduce your 'dot points' to 3 points per slide, 3 words per point.  

Seth Godin, author of "The Big Moo", "Purple Cow" and "All Marketers are Liars"
suggests only '6 words per slide' - yes - only 6 words!  I love this idea - re-enforce
the message with an emotionally rich graphic and add a few key words, not 
paragraphs of text that do a hopeless job of reinforcing your key messages.

Use Fonts for Clarity

1. Use a dark text on a light background so you avoid having to dim or turn off
the lights.  For clarity, it's better to both change the colour of the word and
bold it to make it stand out rather than either underlining or just bolding it.

2. Half the people in your audience will like points to be revealed one at a time.
The rest will prefer you flash all the points up at the same time and then go through
them one by one.  There is no strict rule, however, if you have more than 3 points,
then you are better to flash them up all at once because it becomes distracting.

3. Ensure the minimum font size is 30pt.
4. Times New Roman is the easiest font to read in print.  Verdana
is said to be the best font to use on web pages.

5. Always use Sentence Case rather than CAPITAL letters because it is 
easier to read from a distance.

6. Use simple text rather than shadowsshadows or oouuttlliinniinngg or embossingembossing that
make it hard for your audience to read the words.
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A Formula for Use of Colours

I recommend you follow these colour usage principles:

1. Use a dark text on a light background so you avoid having to dim or turn off
the lights.  For clarity, it's better to both change the colour of the word and
bold it to make it stand out rather than either underlining or just bolding it.

2. Colour code your slides - so that when you are delivering the information on the
slide you can refer to the item by colour rather than walking up to the screen and
pointing to the item - causing a shadow that distracts the audience.

3. Use colours that work well together.  Remember that 10% of the population is
colour blind so don't use red and green as your opposing colours. They will see
two brown lines that mean nothing!

4. Consider the meaning of the colours you use...

Dark Blue
Blue is a colour of authority, good fortune, communication, wisdom, protection, 
spiritual inspiration, calmness, reassurance, water, trust, truth, sea. It is an 
effective colour for headings and content you are confident about.  Combining 
dark and lighter shades of blue creates a conservative and sophisticated look.
Combinations of light and dark blue can create feelings of trust.

Red
Red is a colour that denotes energy, strength, passion, courage, fire.  Red tends 
to promote images and text, making objects appear larger and closer. Red makes
the word stand out. It makes a 'bold' statement and is good for highlighting a key
word in a bullet point slide, or for highlighting a particular part of a graph or pie
chart. Bright red can be annoying and painful if used as a background colour to
your slides.

Green
Green suggests creative, organic, earth, physical healing, monetary success, 
abundance, fertility, magic, growth, food, hope, personal goals, renewal, youth, 
stability, endurance, freshness, nature, environment, tranquility, refreshing, quiet,
health, healing, good luck. Green represents growth, movement, not good for key
points, rather use it for less critical information on a graph or chart.

Black
Black signifies formality, sophistication, dramatic power, facts, strength, elegance,
formality, authority, prestige, grief, anger, reliability, classic, anti-establishment,
modernism, night. It is good for outlines and as a base drawing colour. Over a
large area, black can be depressing. Use for text rather than backgrounds 
because black backgrounds can enhance perspective and depth, but they 
diminish readability of text.  

Yellow
Yellow signifies light, energy, sun, intelligence, accelerated learning, memory, 
logical imagination, social energy, cooperation, organisation, breaking mental
blocks, sunshine, joy, happiness.  Use yellow for emphasis, or for shading in a
graph or chart rather than for words. Always use black around a yellow picture.
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Purple
Purple is the colour of dignity, passion, influence, spiritual power, self assurance,
hidden knowledge, high aspirations, royalty, spirituality, nobility, ceremony, mystery,
transformation, wisdom, enlightenment, sophistication, and depth. It is an effective
choice for highlighting key points.  Be careful of using too much purple and blue
together because they can tend to overshadow each other. 

Orange
Orange suggests warmth, energy, balance, enthusiasm, vibrancy, vitality, 
expansiveness, flamboyance, excitement, business goals, property deals, 
ambition, career, goals, general success, and justice.  Orange is a good choice 
for less significant points. Some research suggests it is the least preferred colour
on slides so use sparingly and ensure you use it away from red.

Pink
Dark pink is the colour of passion and energy. Light pink suggests romance, love,
friendship, femininity, truth, passivity, good will, emotional healing, peace, calming,
affection, emotional maturity, caring, nurturing, delicacy, vibrancy and light. It is a
valuable filler colour on graphs or charts or to break up other colours.

Brown
Brown is the colour of earth, friendships, special events, hearth, home, outdoors,
reliability, credibility, comfort, endurance, stability, grounded. Brown is a good
choice as a filler colour to break up other colours.  Brown is too low key if used
broadly without texture or another color to enhance it. 

Sounds May Distract

In general, the use of sounds is not recommended because the risk of distracting
the audience is too great.  However when used sparingly, I have seen sounds
applied in a humorous way in order to 'bring' the audience around to the speaker's
way of thinking. An example is an 'applause' sound at the end of the presentation
that puts a smile on people's faces.

1. Sounds should only be used after 'road testing' them for likely audience reaction.

2. If you can't find the appropriate sounds within PowerPoint then try using music
from accessible legal sources and make sure you pay for the sounds you use.

Put each slide on trial for it's life - review your Slide Choice

Once you have created your slides, put each slide on trial for its life.  �“Ask it to
defend itself.  Show no mercy.  Make it beg, make it plead, make it sell itself.  If it
doesn't convince you, kill it." Sierra (2005) 

Ask yourself 'is what I plan to show on a slide absolutely dependent on the 
audience seeing something I simply cannot describe in words or with another type
of visual like a flipchart, whiteboard, or a rehearsed hand gesture?'  Is the room or
audience size too large for you to use handouts instead?  If the answer is 'yes' -
then use the slide and make it beautiful so it reinforces your message for your
audience.  If your answer is 'no' - use a different visual and engage your audience
with your ability to be yourself and 'connect' with them through your presentation
skills.
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Chapter 3 - 'The Delivery'
You can do it!  Presenting your message with confidence and charisma is simple,
as long as you don't use slides that disengage your audience.  I believe the main
reason many people don't use PowerPoint to its advantage is they don't know how
to.  In this Chapter you will be given permission to do some very exciting things
with your slide delivery.  

Let�’s discover in more detail:

A complete guide to delivering PowerPoint slides with confidence and charisma

Arrive Early

You are 'on show' from the moment any audience member lays eyes on you.  Don't
be caught setting up the technology, fiddling with your equipment, setting up the
room or rehearsing your slide sequence when audience members enter the room.  

Don't be so badly prepared that members of the audience feel like they should
assist you to move your equipment around or synchronise your laptop with the
audio-visual projector. Being in this position will make it much more difficult for you
to be an assertive presenter that 'claims their space' on the stage.  Portray the right
image from the start.

Getting Started - Room Set Up

To make sure that people don't wish they were doing something else other than
watching you deliver your presentation, there are a few simple steps to be aware of
as you set up your presentation room.  They are:

> 'Claim your Space' in the centre of the stage
> Keep the lights on
> 'Zen the room'

1. 'Claim your Space' in the centre of the stage 

Incorrect positioning of the screen, projector and lectern for a presentation is the
first big mistake that many presenters make when they decide to use slides.  If, like
the majority of corporate presenters you want to use slides, it is critical that you
don't let the slide equipment (furniture, cords, etc) trap you, creating a self-induced
'invisible wall' that acts as a barrier between you and the audience.  

The middle of the stage is known by professional speakers as the 'hot spot'.  It is
your 'centre of influence', the point from which you are best able to project the
image of an assertive presenter.  Remember, you are the presenter.  You should
take control of your presentation environment.  Stand in the middle of the stage
with confidence and charisma.  This is referred to as 'claiming your space'.

If there is a data projector and screen in the middle of the stage you have no
choice but to take up a subservient position to the PowerPoint slides at the side of
the stage.  Audience members will be excused for giving more importance to your
slides than to you as the presenter.
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In a large room you would ideally have two screens, one on each side of the stage,
so that audience members are not forced to strain to see your slides, thereby tak-
ing their focus off you.

Ideally, you should position the data projector and screen to one side of the stage.
If you must use a lectern, position it slightly 'off centre' on the opposite side of the
stage.  This set up allows you to travel from the centre of the stage or 'hot spot', to
the lectern periodically if and when you need to refer to your notes.  If you are not
a confident presenter you may prefer to present from behind the lectern for the
whole presentation.  Whilst this is not ideal, it is an acceptable choice if you have
picture-rich, word-free slides that summarise the key messages of the script and
engage the audience on your behalf.

2. Keep the lights on! 

As an audience member, you know yourself that you will be more inclined to sleep
in presentations when the presenter turns off the lights - so don't do it to your 
audiences!  Unless of course you'd like them to sleep while you are speaking!
When the lights are on people feel more inclined to focus on you and your 
message.  If the audience can't see your slides with the lights on, then redesign
them or replace them with a flipchart, whiteboard or some handouts instead.  

3. Zen your space - tidy up your power cords 

The 3rd tip in the set-up of your room relates to the management of the distractions
that can be caused by messy cords that bunch and weave in full view of the 
audience.  Make sure you take your own gaffer tape to your events and tape down
the cords, or arrange it with the venue so they do it for you.  This way the audience
will pay attention to you and your message.

Case study: The Pitch

I coached a Director from a large international company for many weeks
before an important presentation he was to make to the organisation's 
wholesalers. It was a sales pitch designed to get the audience all 'revved up'
and ready to go out and sell the services of this organisation.  The Director
had beautiful slides and had rehearsed the presentation many times over.  
He was destined to be awesome!  

After his presentation he called me to give me the update.  The first thing he
said was: 'I didn't do very well today'.  'Why?' I asked.  'Well, he said, I had to
stand behind the lectern because they put my laptop on it and I needed to
change my own slides.  Next to the lectern was a heavy table - the table was
blocking me from moving into the centre of the stage.  I ended up having to
stand in the shadows so the audience couldn't see my face'.  Seriously -
that's what he said!  A Director of a business!  I asked him the obvious 
question: 'why didn't you move the table when you got to the event?' He
replied: 'Marketing put it there and I assumed they needed it for something'. 

We can learn a very important lesson from this story.  You can see that even for
the most senior and experienced presenters, it's sometimes difficult to manage
what is often known as the 'ecology' or vibe/atmosphere of the room. It's 
sometimes tricky to take charge of the space as if you own it.  It's worth doing,
because not only will you reduce your nerves if you feel 'in control', you'll be more
likely to achieve your outcomes. It is a joy for the audience to witness a 
presentation when the message and the slides run like clockwork.
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Deliver your presentation without using palm cards or notes 

Deliver your presentation without using any memory aids if possible.  Place your
notes on the lectern next to a drink of water with a dash of juice (for hydration) and
use them when needed.  

Just remember, audience members are  more likely to be convinced by what you
say if they feel an affiliation for you and your message, and if you command 
credibility as the presenter.  If you have to keep referring to your notes (or worse,
turning around to see what's on your slides) you suggest to your audience that you
don't know your message well enough and/or that you do not respect your 
audience because you have not taken the required time to adequately prepare.  

Regular reference to notes also causes you to break eye contact and rapport with
your audience, giving them opportunities to lose focus.  This will have a direct
impact on your credibility.

How well do audiences look and listen concurrently?

There is an interesting phenomena that is caused by most presenters when they
use PowerPoint.  It's called 'split-attention'.  This is where the audience is not sure
where to look, so they end up flicking their gaze from the presenter to the slides
and back again as if they were at a fast tennis game! 

Recent Australian research lead by Professor John Sweller at the University of
NSW has uncovered a theory known as the "cognitive load theory".  It suggests
that the human brain processes and retains more information if it is digested in
either verbal or written formats, not both (SMH Patty 2007).  

"The use of the PowerPoint presentation has been a disaster," Professor Sweller
said. "It should be ditched."  Further, he suggests that diagrams can be useful, but
it is not effective to say the same words that are written on the slides because it is
putting too much load on the mind and decreases the audience's ability to fully
comprehend what is being presented.

If you have graphs, diagrams, bullet points or words on your slides, it is important
to understand Sweller's theory of cognitive load.  To avoid 'cognitive load' or what I
call 'split attention', ensure the audience is clear that they should either be looking
at you (as you 'claim your space' and engage them from your 'hot spot' with the
screen image blanked out).  Or, you give permission to the audience to look at the
screen (as you stand out of the way and allow them time to read the slide).  

Try the 'B' key on the keypad. When you press the 'B' key you will blank out the
screen.  Pressing it a second time reveals the image again on screen. This is ideal
for blanking out the slides when you are engaging the group with your eye contact.  

Operating the slides on your own

Many of us have no one we can bring with us to an event to help us with our
slides.  And a great number of people don't like the idea of handing over the control
of their visuals to someone they may not necessarily be able to trust.  In these
cases you can either use the remote control to operate the slides, or manually
change the slides on the computer.
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How to deliver your slides with a remote

In my experience, keynote speakers use the remote themselves with great finesse
- they are used to speaking at big events where the remote is the only viable
choice for changing slides. 

On the other hand, 'corporate' presenters are often not taught the finer distinctions
of slide changing etiquette and therefore can make a big mess of the slides, 
moving too quickly through the presentation, apologising and essentially driving the
audience mad!  You just need to know the tricks so you can do great things with an
audience, a great message, some beautiful slides, and a remote control.  

3 keys to using a remote

1. The first key to using a remote is to know how to use it well - become 
acquainted with the buttons and what they do. It's not good enough to turn up on
the day and hope for the best - you are asking for trouble and will probably 
embarrass yourself.  Get there early and rehearse, rehearse, rehearse.

2. The second key is to make sure you either put the remote in your pocket when
you don't need it, or rehearse enough times so you know for certain you won't 
fidget with it.  Presenters who fidget with their flip chart pens, props or remote 
control look unprepared and uncomfortable and don't convey confidence in 
themselves or their message.

3. The third key relates to the way you interplay the slides, the space, the message
and your personal brand.

Find the slide you will soon want to show on the screen. Use the (blank) button on
the remote, or the 'b' key on the keyboard, to blank out the slides before you start.
Claim your space and engage your audience.  Look at them with 'whites of the
eyes', eye contact.  Deliver your presentation.  Assuming you are presenting with
one large screen in the centre of the room. When you come to content that you
would like to reinforce on a slide, press the (blank) button on your remote and walk
right out of the way of your slides so you are not in the audience's frame of vision.  

The reason you do this is to ensure that you are not distracting your audience.  If
you have two screens on either side of the room then you can stay in the 'hot spot',
or centre of the room.  When you are standing out of the way, you can either talk
the audience through what they are looking at, or you can remain silent.  Enjoy the
power of pause and try to avoid breaking your audience's concentration as they
read through the points on the screen or absorb you pictorial representation of the
message.  If you must talk i.e. perhaps it is a chart that needs explaining, then still
move out of the way and use an open palm to indicate to your audience that they
should listen to you and look at the slides.

Manual labour required

If you do not have use of a remote you must use the keys of the computer to
change your slides.  The best way to do this is to find the slide you will soon want
to show on the screen.  Use the 'b' key to blank out the slides before you start.
'Claim your space' and engage your audience.  Look at them with 'whites of the
eyes', eye contact.   Deliver your presentation.  When you come to content that
you would like to reinforce on a slide walk to the laptop computer and press the 'b'
key to reveal the slide that is waiting.  Then stay right out of the way of the slides
so you ensure that you are not in the way of your slides and are not distracting
your audience. 
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When you are standing out of the way, you can either talk the audience through
what they are looking at, or you can remain silent.  Enjoy the power of pause and
try to avoid breaking your audience's concentration as they read through the points
on the screen.  If you must talk i.e. perhaps it is a chart that needs explaining, then
still move to the other side of the room and use an open palm to indicate to your
audience that they should listen to you and look at the slides.

Find a friend

You may prefer to have someone else change your slides.  This way you won't be
trapped standing next to the machine, and you won't have a mouse or remote in
your hand to unknowingly play with!

If you have a slide operator

'Claim your space' and engage your audience.  Look at them with 'whites of the
eyes', eye contact.  Deliver your presentation. When you come to content that you
would like to reinforce on a slide: say "next slide please (name)" and move out of
the way to the other side of the room i.e. if the screen is on the right, walk to the
left-hand side of the room.  If you are uncomfortable announcing the next slide,
simply gesture to the slide operator to indicate you would like the next slide and
keep going.  If you have plenty of time to rehearse, then work with your slide 
operator so they can change the slides without any prompting from you. 

With or without a remote or a friend

Regardless of whether you have a remote or a slide operator or not, it is very
important that you rehearse the operation of the slides because it sounds easier
than it is in reality.  It's probably very different to the way you have presented slides
before, and very different to the way you would have seen people present with
slides, so it will take practice.  And it's worth it, so remember to rehearse!

Laser Pointers are torture - Colour Code your slides

In an attempt to highlight the most important part of a diagram, graph or picture,
many people use that annoying little red laser dot that jumps everywhere and
makes even the most competent presenter look 'shaky' and nervous!  Make no
mistake the laser pointer is a slow and painful way to torture your audience.  

The other torturous way people indicate what to look at on their slides, is they
stand in-front of the projector light and they reach up on their toes to point to 
something on the screen.  This is unsophisticated and distracts the audience from
the message as they check out your shadow on the screen - I don't know many
people whose nose looks fabulous in profile!  

Instead of these methods, take my advice and try colour-coding your slide so you
can refer to the different colours from the other side of the room and everyone still
knows where you want them to look.

For example: "notice that in the last 12 months, the figures in blue indicate a 
significant rise in our share price" or "you can see the area shaded yellow in NSW
represents our top performing regions, whereas our poorer performers are
coloured navy".  This way you make it clear that the audience should be listening
to you, and looking at the screen.
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Final word
You'll be pleased with the results of your next presentation if you follow these
straightforward guidelines.  

With these tips in place you will be an engaging presenter who uses visuals to 
support your key points.  People will enjoy the experience you create for them and
will walk out of your room with a healthy pulse! They may even change their
behaviour as you desire!  

Happy Presenting!
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